License Plate Recognition for Parking Enforcement and Management

Parking density is skyrocketing and community expectations
are growing. But when asked to enforce parking regulations
and increase compliance, parking directors are faced with
limited resources and accelerating technology changes. This
is where Genetec’s AutoVu license plate recognition (LPR)
solution can help.
Invest in Long-Term
Benefits with AutoVu
Genetec’s AutoVu has been helping municipalities, universities
and parking operators for over 15 years. AutoVu specialized
hardware and software are designed and developed in-house
by our Genetec engineers, offering you an end-to-end LPR
solution for your parking enforcement and management. This
single, powerful LPR solution automatically captures and reads
thousands of license plates per shift, compares each plate to
any existing database in real time, and notifies operators of
infractions.
Powerful Back-Office Software – Genetec’s Security Center,
the back-end software of the AutoVu solution, allows you to
centrally manage parking rules and permits lists from your
office, and wirelessly and instantaneously synchronize updates
to each patrol vehicle. It also offers reporting and data-mining
capabilities, such as route playback, occupancy counts, citations
statistics and individual officer performance statistics.
User-Friendly In-Vehicle Software – AutoVu Patroller is
the intuitive in-vehicle interface, offering easy touch-based
interactions to parking officers. With advanced features like
GPS-assisted lot selection, in-vehicle mapping and route
optimization features, Patroller helps operators optimize their
patrol and identify a greater number of infractions.
Highly-Accurate AutoVu Sharp LPR Cameras – Sharp

LPR cameras can capture images at high resolutions (up
to 1024X946 pixels), enabling a single unit to accurately
decipher plate numbers on vehicles parked in parallel, at
45° or 90°. All Sharp units are equipped with integrated
illumination, ensuring consistent performance at night and
during the day. And thanks to their increased field of view,
a single AutoVu LPR camera reads plates on low-riding
sports cars and SUVs simultaneously.

Key Benefits
Enhance Enforcement Productivity through
automatic identification of parking infractions.
Increase Compliance by identifying permit or timelimit infractions and scofflaws.
Increase Patrol Coverage by checking more
parking zones, more frequently per shift.
Increase Customer Satisfaction by offering better
management of on-street and off-street parking.
Maximize Your Investment with a flexible system
that easily merges with other technologies.

